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1 Introduction 
 

With today’s fast moving telephony provider market, it is imperative that Carriers can quickly develop and deploy new 
feature rich services allowing for fast innovation with in a very competitive service provider market. 

The SVI series of telephony products has a powerful external SQL API allowing for the hand off, of routing decisions 
to an external SQL database. This provides the ability of the user to quickly develop their own powerful routing 
algorithms to their requirements without the concern of any routing limitations provided within the SVI. 
 
Additionally this allows for the SVI to be integrated into a carriers existing database continuing the ethos that the SVI 
integrates into the carrier’s existing network and not that the carrier’s infrastructure needs to integrate into the SVI.  
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2 API Overview 
The SVI uses calls into SQL stored procedures within a SQL database providing call information and subsequent call 
transactions through the life of a phone call. The database returns from these stored procedures results on how to 
handle the incoming call.  

Calls can be originated and terminated on any mixture of VoIP or TDM protocols supported by the SVI allowing for full 
interworking of different protocols. 

The following table provides an overview of the SQL API. 

 

Stored Procedure Call Definition 

Get Routing Info This stored procedure provides information on the incoming call. The return to this 
stored procedure specifies how to handle the call. 

CDR Update As the status of the telephone call changes this store procedure alerts the database of 
this call state change.  

CDR Final This stored procedure is called when a call is cleared 

Register Request This stored procedure allows for the handling of VoIP phones that need to register 
with a system allowing for authentication of the subscriber and retention of the IP 
Address of the subscriber. 
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3 SQL  
 

3.1  SQL Database Support 

Currently the SVI can support PostgreSQL and MySQL. 

3.1.1 PostgreSQL API format 

The PostgreSQL API format uses stored procedures which return corresponding tables back from the stored 
procedure format. The table contents and order are specified in the API section. 

3.1.2 MYSQL format 

The MYSQL API uses stored procedures however the stored procedure returns a string back containing the relevant 
fields on a comma separated string. This syntax is shown below. 

 

RxFx = Row x and Field x 

 

 {R0F1,R0F2,R0F3,{R0F4[0],R0F4[1],R0F4[2],R0F4[3]},R0F5,R0F6}, 

 {R1F1,R1F2,R1F3,{R1F4[0],R1F4[1],R1F4[2]},R1F5,R1F6} 

3.2 Message Flow 
The following shows basic message flows for an SQL controlled route between two SIP end points.  
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3.2.1 Call Between Two Fixed SIP end points 

 

 

3.2.2 Call Between SIP end point and SS7 ISUP Network 
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3.2.3 SIP Endpoint Registration / Invite Challenge 
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4 SQL API Definition 
This section defines the SQL API between the SVI and the SQL database. 

4.1 Get Routing Information 

4.1.1 Description 

This stored procedure processes a request from the softswitch to provide routing action and information for an 
outgoing call. 

4.1.1.1 Version 6 Advancements 

For version 6 the API now allows for configuring the fields that are to be used across the SVI / SQL border. The 
configuration is performed via bit maps which specify the fields to be used for the called stored procedures and the 
fields that will be used in the response. 

 

The fields will always be in the order as specified by the tables in this document and can also be inspected through 
the OAM interface using the “show sql” command. 

 

To use the configurable option the options attribute flag on the SQL resource should be set to “Get-Route-
Configurable” 

 

Attribute Type Description 

Get Route Request[0] 32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of the first 32 fields used for the get route 
request stored procedures as defined in section 2.1.2 

Get Route Request[1] 32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of last the fields used for the get route request 
stored procedures as defined in section 2.1.2 

Get Route Response[0] 32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of the first 31 fields used for the get route 
response as defined in section 2.1.5 

Get Route Response[1]  32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of the next 31 fields used for the get route 
response as defined in section 2.1.5 

Get Route Response[2] 32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of the next 31 fields used for the get route 
response as defined in section 2.1.5 

 

The attributes are defaulted to contain all fields defined up to version 5. 

4.1.1.2 Use of Smallint 

Smallint has been chosen as the data type for look up tables into enumerated types to minimise api bandwidth 
requirements. Smallint is a signed 16-bit integer, (the smallest possible integer type in standard SQL) but only values 
of 0 and above will be valid for the look up table. An error code will be returned if invalid values are passed into the 
procedure. The only unsigned integer supported by SQL is the SERIAL type which uses a minimum of 32-bits.  
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4.1.2 Input Parameter Summary 

The following parameters are passed into the procedure. 

 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data 
Type 

Description 

api_vn Mandatory 4 Integer (32-bit) Application Api version number used to check for 
compatibility with stored procedure Api version 
number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

ic_call_id Mandatory 4 Char[], up to 
512 characters 

Incoming call identifier required by CDR records. Can 
also be used to tie up routing info requests with 
corresponding responses. 

ic_br Mandatory 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for incoming bearer. 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

cdpn_sc Mandatory 4 Boolean Called Party Number Sending-Complete flag for 
called party number 

cdpn_dgts Mandatory 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Called Party Number Digits 

cdpn_noa Mandatory 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Called Party 
Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

cgpn_dgts Optional 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Calling Party Number Digits 

cgpn_noa Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling Party 
Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

cgpn_pli Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling Party 
Number Presentation Line Indicator 

cgpn_si Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling Party 
Number Screening Indicator 

src Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Provides the name/instance of the hunt group that the 
call originated from 

src_ip Optional 4 Inet Incoming endpoint IP address. 

src_prt Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer)  

Incoming endpoint port number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

ic_prtcl Mandatory 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Incoming endpoint 
protocol. 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

user Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

alg Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

realm Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

nonce Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 
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cnonce Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

ncount Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

qop Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

method Optional 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

uri Optional 4 Char[] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

response Optional  4 Char[] up to 
512 characters 

Provides the far ends calculated MD5 digest that 
needs to be compared against the digest calculated 
by the SQL Database. 

protocol_info Optional 5 Char [] up to 
512 characters 

Protocol dependant. This field provides extra protocol 
information.  

pn_dgts Optional  Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Presentation Number Digits. 
 

pn_noa Optional  Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Presentation 
Number Nature of Address 
 

pn_apr Optional  Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Presentation 
Number Address Presentation 

pn_si Optional  Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Presentation 
Number Screening Indicator 

ocn_dgts Optional  Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Original Called Number Digits 

ocn_noa Optional  Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Original Called 
Number Nature of Address 
 

ocn_apr Optional  Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Original Called 
Number 

rgn_dgts Optional  Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Redirecting Number Digits Address Presentation 

rgn_noa Optional  Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Redirecting 
Number Nature of Address 
 

rgn_apr Optional  Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Redirecting 
Number Address Presentation 

display_name Optional  Char [] up to 40 
characters 

caller's display name from the SIP header information 
or the Generic Name field of an ANSI ISUP call. 

service_respon
se 

Optional  Char [] up to 
256 characters 

Success or error response to a MAP dip. 

ported_dgts Optional  Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Ported number (if a previous number portability 
request has been performed) 

Ported Optional  Boolean true if a previous number portability request has been 
performed (regardless of response), false otherwise 

cdpn_inn Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Enumerated type index number for the internal 
network number indicator  

Contact Optional  Char [] up to 
256 characters 

The name from the contact record in the SIP header. 
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normalised Optional  TINYINT(8 bit 
integer) 

Flag to indicate if the request for normalization is 
complete. This is useful if the normalization 
mechanism of SVI is used via action 8 with 
normalization Customer resource name specified in 
normalise return parameter. Will be 0 in initial 
request. If normalization was performed via action 8 
then value 1 will be sent. 

gn_dgts Optional  Char [] up to 30 
characters 

The generic number digits received in ISUP protocol 
IAM message. 

gn_nq Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The generic number, number qualifier parameter 
received in ISUP protocol IAM message 

gn_noa Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The generic number nature of address parameter 
received in ISUP protocol IAM message 

gn_params Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The generic number screening/presentation 
parameters received in ISUP protocol IAM message 

domain Optional  Char [] up to 
100 characters 

The domain/hostname from SIP INVITE request URI  

stack Optional  Char [] up to 
100 characters 

The incoming side VoIPStack resource name for SIP 
calls coming into the system. 

nfci_cbi Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The NFCI CBI parameter received in UK ISUP variant 
IAM message 

pn_pi Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The Presentation Number Preference Indicator sub 
parameter of the Presentation Number parameter 
received in ISUP protocol IAM message 

rgn_rsn Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Redirecting Number reason parameter received in 
ISUP protocol IAM message 

ocn_rsn Optional  Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Original Called Number reason parameter received in 
ISUP protocol IAM message 

loc_num Optional  Char [] up to 30 
characters 

Location Number address digits received in  
1. ISUP protocol IAM message Location 

Number parameter 
2. SIP protocol INVITE message P-Access-

Network-Info header operator-specific-GI or 
gstn-location sub parameter  

 

4.1.3 Input Parameter Details 

 

4.1.3.1 Api_vn – API Version Number 

 

This parameter is interpreted as a version number <field 3>.<field 2>.<field 1>.<field 0> and is formatted as shown 
below. 

 

BIT -> 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

BYTE  0 Field 0 (value 0 to 255) – least significant field 

BYTE  1 Field 1 (value 0 to 255) 
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BYTE  2 Field 2 (value 0 to 255) 

BYTE  3 Field 3 (value 0 to 255) – most significant field 

 

Example: Version 1.0 would be represented as <000>.<000>.<001>.<000>. And entered as ‘256’. 

4.1.3.2 Ic_call_id – Incoming Call ID 

Null terminated string. 

Maximum length 512 characters. 

The incoming call id is used as a unique identifier in the API for the duration of a call allowing for handling of multiple 
simultaneous calls.  

4.1.3.3 Ic_br - Incoming Bearer Code 

This parameter is an index into an enumerated type as shown below. 

 

Ic_br Incoming bearer 

0 Unknown 

1 Speech 

2 3.1 KHz 

3 7 KHz 

4 64 KHz Restricted 

5 64 KHz Unrestricted 

6… Spare 

 

4.1.3.4 cdpn_sc – Called Party Number – Sending Complete 

Boolean flag. 

 

0 = Sending Not Complete 

1 = Sending Complete 

 

The Sending Complete flag can be used to decide if a complete or partial match can be reported. A partial match can 
only ever be reported if the cdpn_sc flag is TRUE, i.e. all digits are known. Whilst the cdpn_sc flag is FALSE, a series 
of routing requests may be sent to the SQL database providing progressively more digits as they become known. 
Prior to the cdpn_sc flag being set to TRUE, the database could return either no match or a complete match. If at any 
stage no match is found, then the application would stop sending routing requests for the same call. However, if at 
any stage a complete match is found, then the application could use the route or routes found - or it could wait for 
further routes to be revealed as more digits become known. 
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4.1.3.5 cdpn_dgts – Called Party Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. 

 

4.1.3.6 cdpn_noa – nature of address 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below: 

 

Cdpn_noa Nature of address 

0 Spare 

1 Subscriber 

2 Unknown 

3 National 

4 International 

5 Network Specific 

6..0x6f Spare 

0x70 Reserved 

0x71..0x7d Spare 

0x7e UK Specific 

0x7f.. Spare 

 

4.1.3.7 cgpn_dgts – Calling Party Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. 

4.1.3.8 cgpn_noa – Calling Party Nature Of Address 

Index into an enumerated type as specified for cdpn_noa. 

4.1.3.9 cgpn_pli – Calling Party Number – Presentation Line Indicator 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below: 

 

Cgpn_pli Presentation Line Indicator 

0 Allowed 

1 Restricted 

2 Address Not Allowed 

3… Spare 

 

4.1.3.10 cgpn_si – Calling Party Number – Screening Indicator 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below: 

 

Cgpn_si Screening Indicator 

0 User provided not verified. 
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1 User provided verified and passed. 

2 User provided verified and failed. 

3 Network provided. 

4… Spare 

4.1.3.11 src -  Source Hunt Group  

If the SVI has been configured to manage the hunt groups of the system this parameter contains the name if specified 
of the hunt group or the number of the hunt group. 

e.g. Vodaphone Trunk Group     (if trunk group instance configured on the SVI has a name) 

e.g. 9     (if trunk group instance does not have a name) 

4.1.3.12 src_ip -  Incoming IP Address  

Format is as specified by the SQL standard ‘inet’ data type. 

Can be used with IPv4 (where netmask defaults to 32) or Ipv6 where netmask defaults to 128). 

 

e.g. 192.168.2.200         (defaults to 32-bit netmask) 

e.g. 192.168.2.200/16    (specifies 16-bit netmask) 

 

4.1.3.13 src_prt -  Incoming Port Number  

If greater than zero this is directly translated into a port number. 

Otherwise an error code is returned. 

4.1.3.14 ic_prtcl -  Incoming Protocol  

Index into an enumerated type as shown below: 

 

Ic_prtcl Incoming Protocol 

0 Not Used 

1 SIP 

2 H323 

3 MGCP 

4 MEGACO 

5 ISUP 

6 ISDN 

7 TUP 

8 IUP 

9 SIP (over TCP) 
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4.1.3.15 Protocol-info – Additional Protocol Information 

This field contains in string format additional protocol information. The contents of this field will be dependant on the 
protocol specified in the protocol field. All sub fields within the string are comma separated and have the syntax 

 

   {Name1=Contents1,Name2=contents2,Name3=Contents3} 

 

The fields are optional and can appear in the string in any order. If any fields are specified in the backward direction 
this will hardwire the outgoing protocol information in the corresponding outgoing call setup message. 

4.1.3.15.1 IUP Specific Information 

 

Field Description Values 

CPC Specifies the classification of 
the calling line 

0 Unknown 
1 Ordinary (Residential) 
2 Ordinary (Business) 
3 Payphone (General) 
4 Administration Diverted Ordinary 
5 Administration Diverted Payphone 
6 ISDN (Residential) 
7 ISDN (Business) 
8 Pre-payment Payphone (Public) 
9 Pre-payment Payphone (Renter's Residential) 
10 Pre-payment Payphone (Renter's, Business) 
11 Service Line 
12 Centrex 
13 Operator Services Operator 
14 AMC Operator (NND/IND) 
15 AMC Operator (NND) 
16 DPNSS 1 
17 to 32 reserved 
33 French 
34 English 
35 German 
36 Russian 
37 Spanish 

INT Indicates if call has been 
originated via the 
international network 

0 No further information on call origin 
1 Call incoming via international network 
 

 

4.1.3.16 pn_dgts – Presentation Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. 
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4.1.3.17 pn_noa – Presentation Number - Nature Of Address 

Index into an enumerated type as specified for cdpn_noa. 

4.1.3.18 pn_apr – Presentation Number – Address Presentation 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below: 

 

pn_apr Address Presentation 

0 Allowed 

1 Restricted 

2 Address Not Allowed 

3… Spare 

4.1.3.19 pn_si – Presentation Number – Screening Indicator 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below: 

 

pn_si Screening Indicator 

0 User provided not verified. 

1 User provided verified and passed. 

2 User provided verified and failed. 

3 Network provided. 

4… Spare 

4.1.3.20 ocn_dgts – Original Called Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. 

4.1.3.21 ocn_noa – Original Called Number - Nature Of Address 

Index into an enumerated type as specified for cdpn_noa. 

4.1.3.22 ocn_apr – Original Called Number – Address Presentation 

Index into an enumerated type as specified for pn_apr. 

4.1.3.23 rgn_dgts – Redirecting Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. 

4.1.3.24 rgn_noa – Redirecting Number - Nature Of Address 

Index into an enumerated type as specified for cdpn_noa. 

4.1.3.25 display_name – Display Name 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. 
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4.1.3.26 service_response – Service request response 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 256. This is of the form: 

   <service>-[OK|ERRnn],<service>-[OK|ERRnn], ... 

For example: CNAM-ERR6,LNP-OK 

4.1.3.27 ported_dgts – Ported Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. The ported number retrieved from a previous number 
portability request 

4.1.3.28 ported – Ported Number – flag 

Boolean flag. 

1 = This call has had a number portability request performed previously. This does not state that the request was 
successful, just that it was performed. 

0 = in all other cases 

4.1.3.29 cdpn_inn – Internal Network Number indicator 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below. 

 

cdpn_inn Internal Network Number indicator 

0 routing to internal network number allowed 

1 routing to internal network number not allowed 

 

4.1.3.30 Contact – SIP Contact Userpart/URI – String 

Null terminated string, maximum number of characters is 255. The Contact userpart or URI retrieved in SIP INVITE 
request. VoIPStack option Full-Contact-URI will enable sending full Contact URI in this parameter. By default the 
Contact header URI userpart is sent. 

4.1.3.31 normalised – Number Normalisation Flag – flag 

Bitmask flag indicating whether Number Normalisation has been performed before the request. Set to 0 by default. If 
the SQL database responds with Action 8 and normalise parameter as a Customer resource name to use for Number 
normalization then the SVI will perform a number normalization based on configured rules and resend the routing 
request with normalised set to 1. 

4.1.3.32 gn_dgts – Generic Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 40. The generic number retrieved from a ISUP protocol IAM 
request 

4.1.3.33 gn_nq – Generic Number – Number Qualifier 
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Numeric value of Number Qualifier parameter received in Generic Number parameter received in ISUP protocol IAM 
request. 

4.1.3.34 gn_noa – Generic Number – Nature of Address 

Numeric value of Nature of Address parameter present in Generic Number parameter received in ISUP protocol IAM 
request. 

4.1.3.35 gn_params – Generic Number – Scr/Pres Parameters 

Numeric value of byte containing Screening/Presentation indicators present in Generic Number parameter received in 
ISUP protocol IAM request. 

4.1.3.36 domain – SIP INVITE RURI Hostname – String 

Null terminated string, maximum number of characters is 100. The Hostname received in SIP INVITE request Request 
URI. 

4.1.3.37 stack – VoIPStack name – String 

Null terminated string, maximum number of characters is 100. The name of the VoIPStack for received SIP INVITE 
request. 

4.1.3.38 nfci_cbi – UK ISUP NFCI – CBI  

Numeric value of CBI parameter present in NFCI parameter received in UK ISUP protocol IAM request. 

4.1.3.39 pn_pi – Presentation Number – Preference Indicator 

Numeric value of Preference Indicator parameter present in Presentation Number parameter received in ISUP 
protocol IAM request. 

4.1.3.40 rgn_rsn – Redirecting Number – Reason 

Numeric value of reason parameter present in Redirecting Number parameter received in ISUP protocol IAM request. 

4.1.3.41 ocn_rsn – Original Called Number – Reason 

Numeric value of reason parameter present in Original Called Number parameter received in ISUP protocol IAM 
request. 

4.1.3.42 loc_num – Location Number – Digits 

Null terminated digit string, maximum number of digits is 30. The location number retrieved from a ISUP protocol IAM 
request. 
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4.1.4 Invocation From SQL command line 

The following SQL command example illustrates how to invoke the get_routing_info procedure from the SQL 
command line: 

 

call get_routing_info 

   (‘256’,         -- api_vn is ‘1.0’ 

    ‘123abc’,     -- ic_call_id 

    ‘1’,  -- ic_br is ‘unknown’ 

    '0',  -- cdpn_sc 

    '1234',        -- cdpn_dgts, 

    '1',  -- cdpn_noa is ‘national’ 

    '5678',        -- cgpn_dgts, 

    '1',  -- cgpn_noa is ‘national’ 

    '0',  -- cgpn_clip, 

    '2',  -- src hunt group 2, 

    '192.168.2.200', -- src_ip 

    '1234',          -- src_prt, 

    '1' ,               -- ic_prtcl is ‘SIP’ 

 ‘’, -- usr 

 ‘’, -- alg 

 ‘’, -- realm 

 ‘’, -- nonce 

 ‘’, -- cnonce 

 ‘’, -- ncount 

 ‘’, -- qop 

 ‘’, -- method 

 ‘’,  -- uri 

 ‘’  -- response 
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    ); 
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4.1.5 Output Parameters Summary 

The procedure returns back an action and associated information allowing the SVI to attempt multiple routes 
according to route priority. 

 

The table below defines the content of each row. There will always be at least one row to return the action details. The 
first row can also define a single route if found. If more than one route is found then one further row will be returned for 
each route found. For n routes then, n rows will be returned. Non-route specific data is only provided in the first row.  

 

An error code is also returned indicating if any errors occurred. 

 

Name Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn 4 Integer (32-bit)  Stored procedure api version number used to check for 
compatibility with softswitch api version number. 
 
(always populated for first row only) 

ic_call_id 4 Char[], up to 
512 characters 

Incoming Call identifier to tie up routing info requests with 
corresponding responses. 

Err 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Error code (1 if successful). 
 
(always populated for first row only) 

Actn 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for required Action. 
(always populated for first row only) 

rjct_cd 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Reject clearing cause code. 
 
(populated for first row only if action is ‘reject’) 

Ann 4 Smallint[] 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index array identifying required filename and 
location for an announcement. 
e.g. ‘{}’ indicates no entries 
e.g. ‘{1,2}’ indicated two entries 

Usr 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Subscriber user name - returned when a subscriber incoming 
endpoint was not ‘authorised’ or had ‘invalid authorisation’. 

Prty 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Route priority for the route defined by this row. 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

cdr_id 4 Integer (32-bit) Unique CDR entry identifier for this route. A unique id is 
allocated to each candidate route. 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

Dst 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Contains either the name or the instance of the internal hunt 
group configured on the SVI 

dst_ip 4 Inet destination IP address for the route defined by this row. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

dst_prt 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

destination port number for the route defined by this row. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

cdpn_sc 4 Boolean Called Party Number Sending-Complete flag for calling party 
number. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 
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cdpn_dgts 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Called Party Number Digits 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

cdpn_noa 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Called Party Number Nature 
of Address 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

cgpn_dgts 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Calling Party Number Digits 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

cgpn_noa 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling Party Number Nature 
of Address 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

cgpn_pli 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling Party Number 
Presentation Line Indicator. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

cgpn_si 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling Party Number 
Screening Indicator. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

og_prtcl 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for outgoing endpoint protocol. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

og_br 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for outgoing bearer. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

prg_tns 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for progress tones. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

sip_clip 4 Boolean Outgoing endpoint Calling line Identity Presentation flag. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and outgoing 
protocol is ‘sip’) 

sip_uep 4 Boolean Outgoing endpoint SIP User = Phone flag. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and outgoing 
protocol is ‘sip’) 

sip_vn 4 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Name String of VoipStack 
 
(Populated with the name string of the Stack-should not be left 
blank/empty) 

h323_fs 4 Boolean Outgoing endpoint H323 fast start control flag 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and outgoing 
protocol is ‘h323’) 

h323_h245_tn 4 Boolean Outgoing endpoint H323 – H245 tunneling control flag. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and outgoing 
protocol is ‘h323’) 

h323_muc 4 Boolean Outgoing endpoint H323 multiple calls control flag 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and outgoing 
protocol is ‘h323’) 
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h323_mac 4 Boolean Outgoing endpoint H323 maintain connection control flag 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and outgoing 
protocol is ‘h323’) 

h323_ka 4 Boolean Outgoing endpoint H323 keep alive control flag 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and outgoing 
protocol is ‘h323’) 

Nat 4 Boolean Nat present for outgoing endpoint. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

mx_rttmpt 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Max reattempts allowed for the route defined by this row. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

rttmpt_cds 4 Array of Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Array of cause codes which permit reattempt for the route 
defined by this row. 
e.g. ‘{}’ indicates no entries 
e.g. ‘{401,404}’ indicated two entries 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

Prxy 4 Boolean Media proxy required. This is set if either incoming or outgoing 
endpoints require media proxy. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

codec_ad 4 Boolean Codec Allow/Deny flag. If TRUE then the codec list is an allowed 
list of codecs, otherwise it is a prohibited list. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

Codecs 4 Array of Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index array into codecs. 
e.g. ‘{}’ indicates no entries 
e.g. ‘{1,2}’ indicated two entries 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

sql_lookup 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

If set to > 0 then further routing request is made for this call to 
another sql database (configured internally in the SVI).  

nat_ip 4 Inet destination NAT IP address for the route defined by this row. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and ‘nat’ is set to 
‘true’ – otherwise set to null) 

nat_port 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

destination NAT port number for the route defined by this row. 
 
(populated in all rows when action is ‘route’ and ‘nat’ is set to 
‘true’ – otherwise set to null) 

ring_to 4 Smallint (16-bit 
integer) 

Ringing Timeout in seconds for the outgoing leg of the call. 
(optional –  populated in all rows when action is ‘route’) 

ans_to 4 Smallint (16-bit 
integer) 

Answer Timeout in seconds indicating how long the call should 
be active before being cleared. 
(optional – populated for all rows when action is ‘route’) 

protocol_info 5 Char[] up to 512 
characters 

Protocol dependant. This field provides extra protocol 
information. 

Rate 6 Char[] up to 40 
characters 

The tariff or the tariff code for this call. Format numeric x,xxxxx 
or xx,xxxxx. 
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Currency 6 Integer(32-bit) The tariff currency 
0 = Dutch Gilder 
1 = Euro 
2 = UK Pound 
3 = Dollar 

Type 6 Integer(32-bit)  

Vat 6 Integer(32bit) The tariff VAT 
0 = exempt VAT (European) 
1 = exempt VAT 
2 = VAT low tariff 
3 = VAT high tariff 
 

Mpm 6 Char[],upto 512 
characters 

Pulsing information defining the units which specifies the number 
of units per pulse, pulse which specifies the time in seconds 
between each pulse transmitted after answer, duration is the 
duration in seconds of applying this rule. If the duration is zero 
the rule will be applied until the call is cleared. 
Multiple rules can be applied by separating each rule by a 
comma. 
 units=u1;pulse=p1;duration=d1,units=u2;pulse=p2;duration=d2 
Format: alphanumeric 

og_call_id 6 Char[] upto 512 
characters 

To enable the outgoing SIP side to identify the call, if the 
og_call_id field is not empty the outgoing SIP call will use this as 
its CALL-ID. This field when used must be unique in time and 
space 

Trate 6 Integer 32-bit Length of time before SVI reissues a Get Rate Req to the billing 
server. (Trev) 

Pn 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Presentation Number Digits. 
 

pn_noa 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Presentation Number Nature 
of Address 
 

pn_apr 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Presentation Number 
Address Presentation 

pn_si 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Presentation Number 
Screening Indicator 

Ocn 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Original Called Number Digits 

ocn_noa 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Original Called Number 
Nature of Address 
 

ocn_apr 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Original Called Number 

Rgn 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Redirecting Number Digits Address Presentation 

rgn_noa 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Redirecting Number Nature 
of Address 
 

rgn_apr 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Redirecting Number Address 
Presentation 

li_dir 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Lawful Intercept Direction 

li_hg 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Lawful Intercept Hunt Group 
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li_lea 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Lawful Intercept (Law Enforcement) Agency 

li_liid 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Lawful Intercept LIID (Lawful Interception Identifier) 

display_name  6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

The caller’s display name to be used in the SIP header 
information or Generic Name field of an ANSI ISUP message for 
the outgoing call. 

service_info 
 

6 Char [] up to 
100 characters 

The field information about where to direct MAP dip messages. 

ported_dgts 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

The digits for the ported number after a number portability 
lookup. 

Options 6 Integer (32-bit 
integer) 

The options to apply to the call (equivalent to options configured 
on a VoipDestination) 

cdpn_inn 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Enumerated type index number for the internal network number 
indicator 

contact 6 Char [] up to 
255 characters 

The contact name to use in the URI of SIP headers (such as 
INVITE).  

normalise 6 Char [] up to 
100 characters 

The name of the Customer resource to be used to normalize the 
digits.  

transcoding_all
owed 

6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Indicates that the outgoing call has codec transcoding enabled 

transcodng_co
decs 

6 Char [] up to 
255 characters 

List of codecs to be used in a comma separated format enclosed 
in {} to be used for transcoding as preferred set of codecs 
towards outgoing call leg. 

inc_options 6 Big Integer (64 
bit integer) 

VoIP Destination resource options to be applied for the incoming 
side call leg for VoIP originated calls 

flags 6 Integer (32-bit 
integer) 

Call specific flags to apply specific special behavior 

gn 6 Char [] up to 30 
characters 

The generic number digits to be sent in outgoing ISUP protocol 
IAM message. 

gn_nq 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The generic number number qualifier parameter to be sent in 
outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message 

gn_noa 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The generic number nature of address parameter to be sent in 
outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message 

gn_params 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The generic number screening/presentation parameters to be 
sent in outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message 

ic_option_ping 6 Integer (32-bit 
integer) 

In call SIP Options ping timer value for incoming call leg 

og_option_ping 6 Integer (32-bit 
integer) 

In call SIP Options ping timer value for outgoing call leg 

rtpoptions 6 Integer (32-bit 
integer) 

Specific RTP behavior configuration for outgoing call 

nfci_cbi 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The NFCI CBI parameter to be sent in outgoing UK ISUP variant 
IAM message 

pn_pi 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

The Presentation Number Preference Indicator sub parameter of 
the Presentation Number parameter to be sent in outgoing ISUP 
protocol IAM message 

rgn_reason 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Redirecting Number reason parameter to be sent in outgoing 
ISUP protocol IAM message 

ocn_reason 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Original Called Number reason parameter to be sent in outgoing 
ISUP protocol IAM message 
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loc_num 6 Char [] up to 30 
characters 

Location Number address digits to be sent in outgoing  
1. ISUP protocol IAM message Location Number 

parameter 
2. SIP protocol INVITE message P-Access-Network-Info 

header operator-specific-GI or gstn-location sub 
parameter  

ic_cust_type 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Indicates integer type of incoming side to be populated in the 
CDR record 

og_cust_type 6 Smallint(16-bit 
integer) 

Indicates integer type of outgoing side to be populated in the 
CDR record 

 

 

Output Parameter Details 

4.1.5.1 Api_vn – API Version Number 

Format as defined for input parameter api_vn.  

4.1.5.2 Ic_call_id – Incoming Call ID 

Format as specified for input_parameter ic_call_id.  

4.1.5.3 Err – Error Code 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below: 

 

Err Error Code 

0 Not used 

1 No Errors 

2 Invalid input data (e.g. port 
number < 0) 

3 …  Spare 
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4.1.5.4 Actn – action 

Bits 0-3: Index into an enumerated type as shown below. 

 

Actn Action 

0 Not used 

1 Unauthorised 

2 Reject 

3 Partial match 

4 Route 

5 No Routes Found 

6 Not Registered 

7 Invalid Authorisation 

8 Normalise 

9 …  Spare 

 

4.1.5.4.1 Action - Unauthorised 

(i) The specified incoming endpoint cannot be found. 

(ii) Subscriber call authentication is required on the incoming endpoint, but no digest info has been provided. 

4.1.5.4.2 Action – Reject 

Any calls made with the specified cdpn have been ‘rejected’. 

4.1.5.4.3 Action – Partial Match 

Partial Match can only be set when the cdpn_sc flag on the request is TRUE, i.e. all the digits on the called party 
number are known. When a partial match is detected, no destination endpoints can be reported because the final 
digits are unknown. 

4.1.5.4.4 Action – Route 

One or more routes have been detected. 

4.1.5.4.5 Action – No Routes Found 

The incoming endpoint exists and the cdpn has not been ‘rejected’ but no routes have been found. 

4.1.5.4.6 Action – Invalid Authorisation 

Subscriber call authentication has been attempted but the MD5 hash test has failed. 

Bits 4-7: Bitmask defining DIP service. 

 

Actn Action 

0x10 CNAM 

0x20 LNP 

0x40 800 

0x80 LIDB 
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4.1.5.4.7 Action – CNAM 

Specifies that a CNAM (Caller Name) dip request should be made. 

4.1.5.4.8 Action – LNP 

Specifies that a LNP (Local Number Portability) dip request should be made. 

4.1.5.4.9 Action – 800 

Specifies that an 800 (Free phone) dip request should be made 

4.1.5.4.10 Action – LIDB 

Specifies that a LIDB dip request should be made. 

 

4.1.5.5  Rjct_cd – reject clearing cause code. 

This defines the reason a call has been rejected. 

 

4.1.5.6  ann – voice announcement 

Index into an enumerated type as configured in the SVI internal configuration. 

 

4.1.5.7  usr – Subscriber User Name 

Returned when an incoming subscriber endpoint was ‘unauthorised’ or had ‘invalid authorisation’. 

4.1.5.8  prty – route priority 

1 .. n. Priority 1 is the highest. This field has been provided as confirmation of the route priority although the returned 
routes will already have been sorted into priority order (highest first). 

4.1.5.9  Cdr_id – CDR ID 

The ‘place marker’ CDR entry id for this candidate route. 

 

32-bit integer. 

Minimum value of 1. 

 

The CDR ID acts as an index for subsequent stored procedure calls which need to access or modify specific CDR 
records. The implication here is that the CDR data must be accessible from the database in which the stored 
procedure has been implemented. 
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4.1.5.10 dst – Destination hunt group 

If the SVI is configured to manage all hunt groups, this parameter specifies the outgoing hunt group instance or name 
that the call should go out on. If not included, then the default routing specified in the SVIs routing tables will be used.  

4.1.5.11 dst_ip – destination IP address 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.12 dst_prt – destination port 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.13 cdpn_sc – Called Party Number Sending Complete 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.14 cdpn_dgts – Called Party Number Digits 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.15 cdpn_noa– Called Party Number Nature of Address 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.16 cgpn_dgts – Calling Party Number Digits 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.17 cgpn_noa– Calling Party Number Nature of Address 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.18 cgpn_pli– Calling Party Number Presentation Line Indicator 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.19 cgpn_si– Calling Party Number Screening Indicator 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.20 og_prtcl– Outgoing Protocol 

Format as specified for input parameter ‘ic_prtcl’. 

4.1.5.21 og_br– Outgoing Bearer 

Format as specified for input parameter ‘ic_br’. 

4.1.5.22 prg_tns– Progress Tones 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below. 
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Prg_tns Progress tones 

0 Not used 

1 Local 

2 Host 

3 … Spare 

 

4.1.5.23 sip_clip– SIP Calling Line Identity Presentation 

Format as specified for input parameter ‘cgpn_clip’. 

 

4.1.5.24 sip_uep– SIP User Equals Phone 

0 User does not equal phone. 

1 User equals phone. 

 

4.1.5.25 sip_vn – Name String of VoipStack 

Populated with the name string of the Stack. 

(should not be left blank/empty) 

4.1.5.26 h323_fs - H323 Fast Start 

0 Not Required 

1 Required 

 

4.1.5.27 h323_h245_tn - H323_h245 Tunneling 

0 Not Required 

1 Required 

4.1.5.28 h323_muc - H323 Multiple Calls 

0 Not Required 

1 Required 

4.1.5.29 h323_mac - H323 Maintain Connection 

0 Not Required 

1 Required 
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4.1.5.30 h323_ka - H323 Keep Alive 

0 Not Required 

1 Required 

4.1.5.31 nat - nat_present 

0 Not Present 

1 Present 

4.1.5.32 mx_rttmpt – maximum number of reattempts 

0 .. n 

4.1.5.33 rttmpt_cds – reattempt cause codes 

Array of reattempt cause codes. 

4.1.5.34 prxy – media proxy required 

0 Not Required 

1 Required 

4.1.5.35 codec_ad – codec allow / deny 

0 Deny 

1 Allow 

4.1.5.36 codecs – codecs 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below. 

 

Codecs Codecs 

0 G711 Alaw 64k 

1 G711 Alaw 56k 

2 G711 Ulaw 64k 

3 G711 Ulaw 56k 

4 G722 64k 

5 G722 56k 

6 G722 48k 

7 G723.1 

9 G728 

10 G729 

14 GSM Full Rate 

15 GSM Half Rate 

16 T38 

17 T38 Strict 

18 T38 Loose 
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19 T38 GW 

43 Speex 

44 PSST 

45 G726 40k 

46 G726 32k 

47 G726 16k 

48 G726 24k 

51 AMR 

52 Telephone-event 

53 NSE 

54 iLBC 

55 EVRC 

56 G.Clear 

57 CCD 

58 G.nX64 

59 G168EC-IC 

60 G168EC-OG 

61 CN 

 

4.1.5.37 sql_lookup – SQL Lookup 

Integer value returned specifies whether the SVI has to look up another sql database. The instance of sql resource is 
configured internally on the SVI. 

4.1.5.38 nat_ip – destination nat IP address 

Format as specified for ‘source_ip’. 

4.1.5.39 nat_prt – destination nat port 

Format as specified for ‘src_prt’. 

4.1.5.40 ring_to – Ringing Timeout 

Integer value in seconds specifying maximum time to wait for call to be answered.   

4.1.5.41 ans_to – Answer Timeout 

Integer value in seconds specifying maximum duration of the call. 

4.1.5.42 protocol_info 

Protocol dependant. This field provides extra protocol information 

4.1.5.43 rate 

The tariff or the tariff code for this call. Format numeric x,xxxxx or xx,xxxxx. 
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4.1.5.44 Currency – Tariff Currency 

Index into an enumerated type as shown below. 

 

Value Currency 

0 Dutch Gilder 

1 Euro 

2 UK Pound 

3 Dollar 

4.1.5.45 type 

 

4.1.5.46 vat – Tariff VAT 

 

Value  

0 exempt VAT (European) 

1 exempt VAT 

2 VAT low tariff 

3 VAT high tariff 

 

4.1.5.47 mpm 

Pulsing information defining the units which specifies the number of units per pulse, pulse which specifies the time in 
seconds between each pulse transmitted after answer, duration is the duration in seconds of applying this rule. If the 
duration is zero, the rule will be applied until the call is cleared. 

 

Multiple rules can be applied by separating each rule by a comma.  

units=u1;pulse=p1;duration=d1,units=u2;pulse=p2;duration=d2 

Format: alphanumeric 

4.1.5.48 og_call_id 

To enable the outgoing SIP side to identify the call, if the og_call_id field is not empty the outgoing SIP call will use 
this as its CALL-ID. This field when used must be unique in time and space. 

4.1.5.49 Trate 

Length of time before SVI reissues a Get Rate Req to the billing server. (Trev) 

4.1.5.50 pn – Presentation Number – Digits 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 
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4.1.5.51 pn_noa – Presentation Number - Nature Of Address 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.52 pn_apr – Presentation Number – Address Presentation 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.53 pn_si – Presentation Number – Screening Indicator 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.54 ocn – Original Called Number – Digits 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.55 ocn_noa – Original Called Number - Nature Of Address 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.56 ocn_apr – Original Called Number – Address Presentation 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.57 rgn – Redirecting Number – Digits 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.58 rgn_noa – Redirecting Number - Nature Of Address 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.59 rgn_apr – Redirecting Number – Address Presentation 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.60 li_dir – Lawful Intercept – Direction 

Direction of call flow to be intercepted in relation to target. Can take the following values: 
 

Value Currency 

0 (No lawful intercept) 

1 Intercept calls To Target 

2 Intercept calls From 
Target 

others Reserved 

4.1.5.61 li_hg – Lawful Intercept – Hunt Group 

Specifies the Hunt Group resource instance that the forked call leg (the listen-only summation of the speech paths of 
the intercepted call) will use. If not included, then no Lawful Intercept will be applied to this route. 
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4.1.5.62 li_lea – Lawful Intercept – (Law Enforcement) Agency 

Specifies the LI Agency Resource instance to be used for the target. If not included, then no Lawful Intercept will be 
applied to this route. 

4.1.5.63 li_liid – Lawful Intercept – LIID (Lawful Interception Identifier) 

String of up to 25 characters in the set {0-9, A-E}. If not included, then no Lawful Intercept will be applied to this route. 

4.1.5.64 display_name – Display Name 

String of up to 40 characters. 

4.1.5.65 service_info – Service Destination Information 

String of up to 100 characters. Of the form: 

<service>-<protocol>-<description of SS7 Stack defining destination for message>;... 

 For example: CNAM-SS7-CNAMStack;LNP-SS7-LNPStack 

 

4.1.5.66 options – Options 

Bitmask with any of the following values: 
IP_EXCHANGE 0x00000001 

Auto_CLIR 0x00000002 

OG-Registration 0x00000004 

IC-Registration 0x00000008  

OG-AA-Registration 0x00000010 

IC-Registration 0x00000008 | 0x00000020 

Rad_AuthReg 0x00000040 

Rad_AuthCall 0x00000080 

Release-Header 0x00000100 

Use-Contact 0x00000200 

Auto-International 0x00000800 

SS7Route-Header 0x00002000 

Force-Privacy-Rules 0x00004000 

Force-Contact-Match 0x00008000 

G729-Default-No-AnnexB 0x00010000 

G729-No-AnnexB 0x00020000 

SIP_REGISTER_CHALLENGE_NO_QOP 0x00040000 

Fax-Use-G711 0x00080000 

Do-Not-Use-Contact-Header 0x00100000 

Full-Anonymous 0x00200000 

PRACK-Supported 0x00400000 

PRACK-Required 0x00800000 

Always-Ringback 0x01000000 

No-Ringback 0x02000000 

No-Ringback-If-SDP 0x04000000 

Custom Responses 0x08000000 
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No-Number-Display 0x10000000 

Microsoft_OCS 0x40000000 

 

Options                        : These bit mask options are used to setup identified behaviour of the VoIP Destination 

Possible contents               [Options] type [Bit Mask] flags [Applied | Read | Write | No-Default] 

                None                    (0 H'0000000000000000) 

                IP_EXCHANGE             (1 H'0000000000000001) When running BT IP Exchange add in local IP Address to 
the To: .This will print SVI ip address into the To: header of outgoing SIP messages rather than the destination's ip 
address. 

                Auto_CLIR               (2 H'0000000000000002) while interworking from TDM to SIP(ISUP-SIP,Q931-
SIP,IUP-SIP etc),this option will enable to send clir according to the presentation indicator coming from the TDM side. 
Eg:if presentation is restricted, then anonymous should go as cgpn. 

                Auto-International      (2048 H'0000000000000800) Automatic international form conversion for 
TDM(ISUP,Q931,IUP etc) to SIP and SIP-TDM calls. If the call is going for SIP to TDM, then the number (cdpn, cgpn 
etc) should not contain a '+'.If this option is enabled, then the leading '+' from the number (cgpn, cdpn etc) is removed 
and the nature of address is changed to international. Similarly in case of calls from TDM to SIP, a '+' is added to the 
number if the nature of address indicator is international. 

                Rad_AuthReg             (64 H'0000000000000040) This option is obsolete. IC-Registration has taken over the 
functionality. Kept for backward compatibility only. 

                Rad_AuthCall            (128 H'0000000000000080) This option will enable radius authentication for SIP 
Calls(INVITE). Radius resource must be configured properly and added to routing criteria for this to work. 

                IC-Registration         (104 H'0000000000000068) This will enable SVI to accept registration from an 
endpoint and allow it to make calls. Username and password needs to be configured for this to work. 

                OG-Registration         (4 H'0000000000000004) This will enable SVI to register as an endpoint to another 
SIP server and make calls through it.IP,Port,username and password needs to be configured for this feature to work. 

                OG-AA-Registration      (16 H'0000000000000010) This option will enable radius authentication for SIP 
registration(REGISTER). Radius resource must be configured properly and added to routing criteria for this to work. 

                Release-Header          (256 H'0000000000000100) This will enable SVI to add a Reason header in the 
BYE,CANCEL or 4XX-6XX responses send out from SVI for ISUP-SIP calls. The format of the Reason header will be 
as below: Reason: Q.850 ;cause=16 ;text='Normal Clearing' 

                Use-Contact             (512 H'0000000000000200) This will use the saved contact in the voip destination as 
username while creating Contact header for outgoing SIP messages. 

                SS7Route-Header         (8192 H'0000000000002000) This option will add a Custom header into the 
outgoing INVITE for ISUP-SIP calls. The header format is as below: SS7Route: 
cic=2;opc=1000;dpc=2000;ni=2;billing-ani=44123456789 .Note: The billing-ani attribute will be present only when the 
ISUP variant is UK ISUP. 

                Force-Privacy-Rules     (16384 H'0000000000004000) This will enable to pass on the incoming number 
from the SIP 'From:' header as calling party number in the outgoing 'From:' header for SIP-to-SIP calls. This option is 
of use when the incoming INVITE of the SIP-SIP call comes in with 'P-Asserted-Id' or 'P-Preferred-Identity' or 
'Remote-Party-ID' or a combination of these three headers. If the option is not enabled, then the number coming in the 
mentioned headers will go in the 'From:' header of outgoing SIP INVITE. 
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                Force-Contact-Match     (32768 H'0000000000008000) This will make the voip destination check in SVI 
strict for an incoming SIP call. Only if the incoming contact match the contact saved in the voip destination, the call will 
go through. 

                G729-Default-No-AnnexB    (65536 H'0000000000010000) If G729 is received from UA without G729 fmtp 
default as AnnexB=no 

                G729-No-AnnexB          (131072 H'0000000000020000) If flag is set and G729 with annex b is received 
respond with Annexb=no. 

                PRACK-Supported         (4194304 H'0000000000400000) This will add a 'Supported: 100rel' header into the 
outgoing INVITE from SVI for calls going to the voip destination. At the same time, this will send 'Require: 100rel, 
RSeq: 8002' etc in 18X responses going from SVI in case of a call coming in from the voip destination provided the 
voip destination has sent 'Supported: 100rel' in the INVITE coming to SVI. Used to force reliable provisional 
responses. 

                Fax-Use-G711            (524288 H'0000000000080000) This will enable SVI to use the G711 to send fax in 
case of SIP-ISUP fax calls rather than using t38.The first fax re-invite itself will contain the G711 codec. This can be 
used in case of endpoints which do not support fax fallback from t38 to G711.The flavor of G711 used will depend on 
1.The G711 flavour received in the initial INVITE from the sip endpoint.2.If there are no G711 codecs present in initial 
INVITE,then 'FAX FALLBACK PCMA' attribute of voip destination will decide the G711 flavour. If on G711A will be 
used,otherwise G711U will be used. 

                Do-Not-Use-Contact-Header    (1048576 H'0000000000100000) If there is a contact configured in the voip 
destination resource or a contact got populated by SVI in case of a registering voip destination, this option will prevent 
SVI from using the saved contact in the outgoing INVITE request going towards that endpoint. 

                SNMP-Trap               (2147483648 H'0000000080000000) This will enable SVI to send SNMP traps to  
IP/Port configured in the debug resource,in case of a state change.(trap send upon resource going out of service) 

                Full-Anonymous          (2097152 H'0000000000200000) If calling party number is 'anonymous' for an 
outgoing SIP call, this feature will make the 'From' header URI of outgoing INVITE/REGISTER in the format 
anonymous@anonymous.invalid instead of anonymous@SVI-IP:Port 

                PRACK-Required          (8388608 H'0000000000800000) This will add a 'Require:  100rel' header into the 
outgoing INVITE from SVI for calls going to the voip destination. At the same time, this will send 'Require: 100rel, 
RSeq: 8002' etc in 18X responses going from SVI in case of a call coming in from the voip destination provided the 
voip destination has sent 'Supported: 100rel' in the INVITE coming to SVI.  Used to force reliable provisional 
responses. 

                Always-Ringback         (16777216 H'0000000001000000) This can be used to generate ringback using 
media gateway for TDM to SIP calls even if the global configuration for ringback is not configured in the Media 
Gateway resource.  It will override any ringback setting on the relevant Media Gateway or Huntgroup resource. 

                No-Ringback             (33554432 H'0000000002000000) This will prevent TDM-SIP call ringback using 
media gateway for the voip destination. Ring back is a global configuration in Media Gateway resource and if it is 
required to skip this for a voip destination this option can be enabled.  It will override any ringback setting on the 
relevant Media Gateway or Huntgroup resource. 

                No-Ringback-If-SDP      (67108864 H'0000000004000000) This will prevent TDM-SIP call ringback using 
media gateway for the voip destination in case 180 Ringing with SDP is received.  It will override any ringback setting 
on the relevant Media Gateway or Huntgroup resource. 

                No-Number-Display       (4294967296 H'0000000100000000) This option will prevent the caller id from 
being sent as display also for ISUP-SIP interworking. By default for ISUP to SIP calls, the Remote-Party-ID, P-
Asserted-Id etc will have the number itself as display. For SIP-SIP calls, this can prevent the number display from 
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going only in Remote-Party-ID header.Eg: Without option : P-Asserted-Id: 44123456 <44123456@192.168.1.1:5060> 
, With option : P-Asserted-Id: <44123456@192.168.1.1:5060> 

                Microsoft_OCS           (68719476736 H'0000001000000000) Microsoft OCS sends INVITE without SDP to 
indicate call hold. This option will enable SVI  to detect INVITE without SDP as hold and send back response 
accordingly. 

                Custom Responses        (134217728 H'0000000008000000) This will enable SVI to pass through 
unsupported 4XX,5XX and 6XX cause codes as is with a text string 'Unknown' after the cause code. If not configured, 
all unsupported codes will generate 406 from SVI. 

                SIP_REGISTER_CHALLENGE_NO_QOP    (274877906944 H'0000004000000000) While sending a SIP 
register 401 challenge, this option will prevent 'qop' parameter from going in the 'WWW-Authenticate:' header of 401 
response. This has been added to interwork with a certain type of Mitel PBX which does not support qop parameter. 

                Media-On-200            (281474976710656 H'0001000000000000) SIP Media information will not be added to 
any provisional (less than 200) responses 

                Contact-as-URI          (1099511627776 H'0000010000000000) uses the incoming contact header to be used 
as the request URI for in calls. 

                P-Preferred-Transparent    (2199023255552 H'0000020000000000) This will enable SVI to proxy across P-
Preferred-Identity header in case of SIP-SIP calls. 

                Non-Trusted-Domain      (4398046511104 H'0000040000000000) This will prevent SVI from sending any 
kind of Privacy headers(P-Preferred-Identity/P-Asserted-Identity/Remote-Party-ID) to the far end if 'Privacy:id' is 
received in incoming SIP invite. This is applicable only for SIP-SIP calls. 

                Pass-Through-CGPN-With-Privacy    (17592186044416 H'0000100000000000) This will pass the actual 
Calling ID to the far end, even if the Privacy: header contains id. With this option disabled the Calling ID will be passed 
in the From: header as anonymous 

                Ignore-CGPN-Display     (70368744177664 H'0000400000000000) SIP-SIP calls. The CGPN will be used to 
fill the Display header 

                Pass-Through-Registration    (1125899906842624 H'0004000000000000) Allows a VD to use Pass 
Through registration. Must be used in conjunction with SQL database configuration, please contact Support - see 
solution 478 'SIP Register Pass Through' 

                Delayed-FS-TCS-Negotiation    (2251799813685248 H'0008000000000000) This will make TCS negotiation 
for H323-SIP interworking without proxymedia happen after connect + OpenLogicalChannel. 

                Include-AAAName         (9007199254740992 H'0020000000000000) If this option is applied to the outgoing 
VD, then following proprietary parameter aaaname=xxx will be added to the outgoing From:  header. The incoming leg 
of the call will have to have AAA Accountingname set to xxx in HG resource. 

                Pass-Through-Charge-Control    (18014398509481984 H'0040000000000000) SIP INFO messages 
containing Advice of Charge will be passed transparently to the other call leg, rather than being terminated at the SVI 

                Concatenate-Diversion-Headers    (36028797018963968 H'0080000000000000) Multiple SIP Diversion 
headers will be concatenated into a single header 

                TraversedCallID         (72057594037927936 H'0100000000000000) option to generate and Send out a 
unique identifier in SIP INVITE as TraversedCallID header. This unique string will also be used in Radius Accounting 
as sq-unique-id parameter. This can be used to tie up calls going through multiple SVI's(e.g: MGC to SBC setup). 

                Internal-Attended-Transfer    (144115188075855872 H'0200000000000000) option to handle attended call 
transfer using REFER internally by patching the media. Only works if the system is proxying media using a 
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rtprouter/mgway.No new INVITE with Replaces header will b generated which is the default method of handling 
attended transfer.To be applied on the VoIP Destination from which REFER is received. 

                No-Diversion-On-302     (288230376151711744 H'0400000000000000) when SIP 3xx is received in 
response to an outbound call, a Diversion header (and SIP-I 'redirection Number' IE) are normally added to the 
redirected call. This option disables that addition. Any pre-existing Diversion/Redirection Info present in the original 
call will still be sent.  Note: this options has to be set on the endpoint you are receiving 3xx message from. 

                Dynamic-VD-Use-IC-Stack    (576460752303423488 H'0800000000000000) 

                Monitor-Preserve-Call-ID    (2305843009213693952 H'2000000000000000) h323-monitor only - preserves 
the call-id en-route to the other side of the call (ie SIP) and vice-versa 

                Allow-Simul-Reinvites    (268435456 H'0000000010000000) SIP. Allows simultaneous reINVITE 
transactions in either direction. prior to v11.27.2 this was the default 

                Use-Cgpn-When-Anon      (536870912 H'0000000020000000) to get around isup-sip-isup BT tests; if we 
are about to make an 'anon' sip call, don't; put the cgpn in From as normal. 

                Strict-Check-Username    (1073741824 H'0000000040000000) For a registering SIP endpoint - this option 
will enable a strict check for authentication of INVITE where the Calling Number Digits in the incoming call will be 
checked against the Username set against the VoIP Destination and if no match is found then call is not allowed. 

                Pass-Through-RURI-Params    (4611686018427387904 H'4000000000000000) SIP - SIP calls , initial 
INVITE-INVITE and REFER-INVITE will have request URI parameter transparently across 

                No-Dtmf-Info            (140737488355328 H'0000800000000000) For indicating that the far end does not 
support DTMF via SIP INFO and make SVI not send SIP INFO DTMF towards and endpoint 

                No-Reinvite-After-Call-Transfer    (35184372088832 H'0000200000000000) After call transfer the transferee 
is not reinvited (normally needs to be done to take transferee off-hold). Currently only implemented for blind/semi-
attended transfer 

 

4.1.5.67 cdpn_inn– Internal Network Number indicator 

Format as specified for corresponding input parameter. 

4.1.5.68 contact – SIP Contact Header Userpart 

The contact name to use in the URI of SIP headers (such as INVITE). 

4.1.5.69 normalise– Normalisation Customer resource name 

The name of the Customer resource to be used to normalize the digits. This could be used in two different scenarios. 
When used with Action value set to 8, this parameter will be used to identify the Customer resource for normalisation 
and once that’s complete the routing request is sent again to SQL database with normalised parameter set to 1. This 
is called incoming Normalisation. This parameter could also be populated for a routing response with Action 4 
indicating a route. In such a situation the Customer resource will be used to normalize the outgoing call leg 
parameters before sending the call out. This is called outgoing normalisation. 

4.1.5.70 transcoding_allowed– flag 
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Indicates that the outgoing call has codec transcoding enabled. 

4.1.5.71 transcodng_codecs– Outgoing codec list 

List of codecs to be used in a comma separated format enclosed in {} to be used for transcoding as preferred set of 
codecs towards outgoing call leg. Eg: { G711 Alaw 64k , G711 Ulaw 64k }.See codecs parameter for list of allowed 
codecs. Only to be used with SIP-SIP systems with codec transcoding license enabled. 

4.1.5.72 inc_options – Incoming side VoIP Options 

VoIP Destination resource options to be applied for the incoming side call leg for VoIP originated calls. 

4.1.5.73 flags – Call flags 

Call specific flags to apply specific special behavior. 

4.1.5.74 gn – Generic Number digits 

The generic number digits to be sent in outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message.. 

4.1.5.75 gn_nq– Generic Number Number Qualifier 

The generic number number qualifier parameter to be sent in outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message. 

4.1.5.76 gn_noa – Generic Number Nature of Address 

The generic number nature of address parameter to be sent in outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message. 

4.1.5.77 gn_params – Generic Address Scr/Pres parameters 

The generic number screening/presentation parameters to be sent in outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message. 

4.1.5.78 ic_option_ping – SIP OPTIONS timer  

In call SIP Options ping timer value for incoming call leg. 

4.1.5.79 og_option_ping – SIP OPTIONS timer 

In call SIP Options ping timer value for outgoing call leg. 

4.1.5.80 rtpoptions – RTP Options 

Specific RTP behavior configuration for outgoing call. Bitmask integer value expected. 

RTP options                    : This bit mask field allows for the user to define various features which control how the 
media data is passed across the Squire RTP router. It can also enable the collection of call related QOS statistics. 
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The Secure-RTP options enables the SRTP feature for the SIP endpoint. This is applicable only for the SVI-SBC 
product. 

Possible contents 

                Secure-Address          (1 H'01) Instructs the RTP Router to check the originating address of RTP packets 
arriving are as the negotiated media path. Packets arriving from different addresses are dropped. 

                Secure-PT               (2 H'02) Instructs the RTP Router to check the payload type of RTP packets arriving are 
as the negotiated media path. Packets arriving with different payloads are dropped. 

                Report-Stats            (4 H'04) Instructs the RTP Router to report transmission and reception QOS statistics at 
the end of the call. This information is logged by the SVI into the CDR. 

                Report-Jitter           (8 H'08) Instructs the RTP Router to report jitter statistics in the transmission and 
reception QOS statistics at the end of the call, when Report-Stats is enabled. 

                Secure-VoIP             (16 H'10) Instructs the RTP Router to check that packets arriving are RTP packets. 
Other (non-RTP) packets are dropped. 

                Jitter-Settled          (32 H'20) Instructs the RTP Router to wait for jitter to reach the minimum value before 
the average jitter is calculated. 

                Secure-RTP              (64 H'40) Instructs the Transcoding MGWAY to use SRTP . MGWAY will generate a 
local crypto if the call is outgoing and the incoming leg has not provided a crypto indicating that the call needs to be 
using SRTP. 

4.1.5.81 nfci_cbi – UK ISUP NFCI CBI Parameter 

The NFCI CBI parameter to be sent in outgoing UK ISUP variant IAM message. 

4.1.5.82 pn_pi – Presentation Number Preference indicator 

The Presentation Number Preference Indicator sub parameter of the Presentation Number parameter to be sent in 
outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message. 

4.1.5.83 rgn_reason – Redirecting Number reason 

Redirecting Number reason parameter to be sent in outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message. 

4.1.5.84 ocn_reason – Original Called Number reason 

Original Called Number reason parameter to be sent in outgoing ISUP protocol IAM message. 

4.1.5.85 loc_num – Location Number - Digits 

Location Number address digits to be sent in outgoing.  

1. ISUP protocol IAM message Location Number parameter 

2. SIP protocol INVITE message P-Access-Network-Info header operator-specific-GI or gstn-location sub 
parameter. 
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4.2 Generating Reports 
 

The SQL get_routing_info procedure can also be used directly within the MySQL to generate a ‘what if’ report to 
determine where a particular call/message will be routed. 

 

This can be done by entering a call to the get_routing_info procedure in the MySQL session. Like: 

 

MySQL <database name> 

 

MySQL> call get_routing_info(‘6’,’Test Call’,’’,’’,<cdpn>, 

<cdpn noa>,<cgpn>,<cgpn noa>,’’,’’, <ic hg or esme>,’’,’’, 

<protocol>,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’, 

‘’,’’)\G 

 

For example: 

MySQL> call get_routing_info(‘6’,’Test 

Call’,’’,’’,’441324342’,’1’,’3538612345678’,’1’,’’,’’, ‘SIP_0’,’’,’’, 

1,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’)\G 

 

MySQL> call get_routing_info(‘6’,’Test 

Call’,’’,’’,’441324342’,’1’,’3538612345678’,’1’,’’,’’, ‘ESME1’,’’,’’, 

11,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’,’’)\G 

 

This will produce an output along the lines of: 

 

       api_vn: 6 

   ic_call_id: Test Call 

          err: NULL 

         actn: 4 

      rjct_cd: NULL 

          ann: NULL 
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          usr: 

         prty: NULL 

       cdr_id: NULL 

          dst: ESMEClient1 

       dst_ip: NULL 

      dst_prt: NULL 

      cdpn_sc: 0 

    cdpn_dgts: 441324342 

     cdpn_noa: 1 

    cgpn_dgts: 3538612345678 

     cgpn_noa: 1 

     cgpn_pli: 0 

      cgpn_si: 0 

     og_prtcl: NULL 

        og_br: NULL 

      prg_tns: NULL 

     sip_clip: NULL 

      sip_uep: NULL 

       sip_vn: NULL 

      h323_fs: NULL 

 h323_h245_tn: NULL 

     h323_muc: NULL 

     h323_mac: NULL 

      h323_ka: NULL 

          nat: NULL 

    mx_rttmpt: NULL 

   rttmpt_cds: {408,486} 

         prxy: NULL 

     codec_ad: NULL 

       codecs: NULL 
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   sql_lookup: NULL 

       nat_ip: NULL 

     nat_port: NULL 

      ring_to: NULL 

       ans_to: NULL 

protocol_info: NULL 

         rate: NULL 

     currency: NULL 

         type: NULL 

          vat: NULL 

          mpm: NULL 

   og_call_id: NULL 

        Trate: NULL 

           pn: 

       pn_noa: 0 

       pn_apr: 0 

        pn_si: 0 

          ocn: 

      ocn_noa: 0 

      ocn_apr: 0 

          rgn: 

      rgn_noa: 0 

      rgn_apr: 0 

       li_dir: NULL 

        li_hg: NULL 

       li_lea: NULL 

      li_liid: NULL 

 

Which shows the destination in the dst field, provided the actn field shows 4. If more than one route is valid then 
multiple return entries will be shown and the order of attempt will be the order of the entries. 
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5 CDR Definition 
The SQL CDR API is fully configurable allowing for the user to specify how the SQL database is provided with call 
detail records.  

The SQL API can either run in sequence with the GET Routing API or run independently.  

The SQL Resource can be configured to define the behaviour of the SQL CDR definition. Below lists the relevant 
attributes of the SQL resource specific to setting up the SQL CDR functionality. 

 

Attribute Type Description 

Options 32-bit, bit 
mask 

Bitmask specifying the behaviour of the CDR SQL 
interface  

CDR-Start 
 

When call is routed issue CDR-
Start 
 

CDR-Update 
 
 

When call changes state issue 
CDR-Update 

CDR-Final When call is completed issue CDR-
Final 

CDR-Start[0] 
CDR-Start[1] 

32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of the fields used for CDR-Start, if 
a field is specified both incoming and outgoing 
contents are provided. CDR-Start[0] contains first 31 
parameters, CDR-Start[1] contains remaining. 

CDR- Update[0] 
CDR-Update[1] 

32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of the first 31 fields used for 
CDR-Update, if a field is specified both incoming and 
outgoing contents are provided. 
CDR-Update[0] contains first 31 parameters, CDR-
Update[1] contains remaining. 

CDR-Final[0] 
CDR-Final[1] 

32-bit, bit 
mask 

Specifies a bit mask of the first 31 fields used for 
CDR-Final, if a field is specified both incoming and 
outgoing contents are provided.  
CDR-Final[0] contains first 31 parameters, CDR-
Final[1] contains remaining. 

5.1 CDR Function Parameters 
All of the CDR function calls use the same parameter set. However, each function can define which parameters are 
present. 

 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

CDR_ID Mandatory 4 Integer (32-bit) Unique CDR ID 
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State Mandatory 4 Smallint Enumerated type index number for call 
state. 
 1 = routing, 2 = Setup, 4 = ringing, 8 = 
answered, 32 = retry, transfer = 128, COT 
Test = 64, Ringout = 256 

setup Mandatory 4 TIMESTAMP Time incoming call arrived 

ringing Optional 4 TIMESTAMP Time incoming call went to ringing 

answer Optional 4 TIMESTAMP Time incoming call went to answer 

clear Optional 4 TIMESTAMP Time incoming call cleared 

criteria Optional 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Identifies criteria used for touting decision. 

Charge Optional 4 Smallint Identifies if the call, if it can be determined 
is chargeable or not 
0 = not chargeable 
1 = chargeable 

pulse Optional 4 Integer Specifies the number of meter pulses 
received. 

Tariff Optional 4 Char[]. Up to 512 
characters 

Specifies the tariff information if supplied. 

Ic_call_id Mandatory 4 Char[], up to 512 
characters 

Incoming call identifier required by CDR 
records. Can also be used to tie up 
routing info requests with corresponding 
responses. 

Ic_br Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
incoming bearer. 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Ic_cpc Optional 6 Smallint Enumerated  

ic_cdpn_sc Optional 4 Boolean Called Party Number Sending-Complete 
flag for called party number 

ic_cdpn_dgts Optional 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Called Party Number Digits 

ic_cdpn_noa Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Called 
Party Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Ic_cgpn_dgts Optional 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Calling Party Number Digits 

ic_cgpn_noa Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling 
Party Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Ic_cgpn_pli Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling 
Party Number Presentation Line Indicator 

ic_cgpn_si Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling 
Party Number Screening Indicator 

ic_rgn_dgts Optional 6 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Redirecting Number Digits 

ic_rgn_noa Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Redirecting Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Ic_rgn_pli Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Redirecting Presentation Line Indicator 
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ic_ocn_dgts Optional 6 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Original Called Party Number Digits 

ic_ocn_noa Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Original Called Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Ic_ocn_pli Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Original Called Number Presentation Line 
Indicator 

ic_pn_dgts Optional 6 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Presentation Number Digits 

ic_pn_noa Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Presentation Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Ic_pn_pli Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Presentation Number Presentation Line 
Indicator 

ic_hg Optional 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Provides the name/instance of the hunt 
group that the call originated from 

ic_dp Optional 6 Smallint 16-bit Integer Contains SVI internal database entry used 
for routing 

ic_codec Optional  6 Smallint Enumerated type of codec 

ic-ep-name Optional  6 Char[] up to 40 
characters 

Contains end point name for TDM end 
points 

ic_prt Optional 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Incoming endpoint identification 
information 

ic_cause Optional 6 Smallint Incoming Clearing Cause Code 

og_call_id Mandatory 4 Char[], up to 512 
characters 

Incoming call identifier required by CDR 
records. Can also be used to tie up 
routing info requests with corresponding 
responses. 

Og_br Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
incoming bearer. 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Og_cpc Optional 6 Smallint Enumerated  

og_cdpn_sc Optional 4 Boolean Called Party Number Sending-Complete 
flag for called party number 

og_cdpn_dgt
s 

Optional 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Called Party Number Digits 

og_cdpn_no
a 

Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Called 
Party Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Og_cgpn_dgt
s 

Optional 4 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Calling Party Number Digits 

og_cgpn_no
a 

Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling 
Party Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Og_cgpn_pli Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling 
Party Number Presentation Line Indicator 

og_cgpn_si Optional 4 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for Calling 
Party Number Screening Indicator 
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og_rgn_dgts Optional 6 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Redirecting Number Digits 

og_rgn_noa Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Redirecting Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Og_rgn_pli Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Redirecting Presentation Line Indicator 

og_ocn_dgts Optional 6 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Original Called Party Number Digits 

og_ocn_noa Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Original Called Number Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Og_ocn_pli Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Original Called Number Presentation Line 
Indicator 

og_pn_dgts Optional 6 Char[], up to 40 
characters 

Presentation Number Digits 

og_pn_noa Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Presentation Nature of Address 
 
Error code returned if < 1. 

Og_pn_pli Optional 6 Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Enumerated type index number for 
Presentation Number Presentation Line 
Indicator 

og_hg Optional 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Provides the name/instance of the hunt 
group that the call originated from 

og_dp Optional 6 Smallint 16-bit Integer Contains SVI internal database entry used 
for routing 

og_codec Optional  6 Smallint Enumerated type of codec 

og-ep-name Optional  6 Char[] up to 40 
characters 

Contains end point name for TDM end 
points 

og_prt Optional 6 Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Incoming endpoint identification 
information 

clr_party  Optional 6 Smallint Enumerated type index number for 
clearing party, 0 = Incoming party, 1 = 
Outgoing party, 2 = SVI 

ic_route_info Optional 6 Char[] up to 100 
characters 

This information provides additional 
details of the Incoming leg of the call 
depending on the protocol. 

og_route_inf
o 

Optional 6 Char[] up to 100 
characters 

This information provides additional 
details of the outgoing leg of a call 
depending on the protocol. 

ic_billing_nu
m 

Optional 6 Char[] up to 40 
characters 

The number to use for billing of the 
incoming call 

og_billing_nu
m 

Optional 6 Char[] up to 40 
characters 

The number to use for billing of the 
outgoing call 

last_billed Optional 6 TIMESTAMP Time call was last billed 

ic_contact Optional 6 Char[] up to 255 
characters 

The name from the SIP Contact header of 
the incoming call 

og_contact Optional 6 Char[] up to 255 
characters 

The name from the SIP Contact header of 
the outgoing call 

ic_billing_cgp
n 

Optional 6 Char[] up to 30 
characters 

The originating number to use for billing of 
the incoming call 
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og_billing_cg
pn 

Optional 6 Char[] up to 30 
characters 

The originating number to use for billing of 
the outgoing call 

ic_flags Optional 6 Integer Internal call record flags for incoming leg 

og_flags Optional 6 Integer Internal call record flags for outgoing leg 

flags Optional 6 Smallint Flags returned from routing request  

stats Optional 6 Char[] up to 255 
characters 

If RTP Options are enabled, then this field 
is populated with RTP Statistics 
information 

ic_cust_type Optional 6 Smallint Incoming side Customer type returned in 
routing response 

og_cust_type Optional 6 Smallint Outgoing side Customer type returned in 
routing response 

unique_id Optional 6 Char[] up to 255 
characters 

Unique Id for this call – either received as 
SIP TraversedCallID: header or generated 
internally if VoIP Destination Option for 
unique id is enabled. 

li_info Optional 6 Char[] up to 255 
characters 

If lawful interception is enabled, then this 
parameter represents the details about 
call interception. 

 

5.2 CDR Stored Procedures 

5.2.1 CDR_START 

5.2.1.1  Description 

This SQL stored procedure is called when a routing decision has been made for an incoming call. 

5.2.1.2  Output Parameters Summary 

The procedure returns a BOOL, true if successful. 

5.2.2 CDR_UPDATE 

5.2.2.1  Description 

This SQL stored procedure is called when the call’s routing state changes. 

5.2.2.2  Output Parameters Summary 

The procedure returns a BOOL, true if successful. 
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5.2.3 CDR_FINAL 

5.2.3.1  Description 

This SQL stored procedure is called when the call is cleared. 

5.2.3.2  Output Parameters Summary 

The procedure returns a BOOL, true if successful. 
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6 REGISTER REQUEST 
6.1.1 Description 

This SQL stored procedure processes a request from the softswitch to register a subscriber on to the system via the 
SIP register method. 

6.1.2 Input Parameter Summary 

The following parameters are passed into the procedure. 

 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

SQL Data Type Description 

Api_vn Mandatory INT4 Application Api version number used to check for 
compatibility with stored procedure Api version number. 
Error code returned if < 0 or if set to NULL. 

Req_id Mandatory Char [] up to 
512 characters 

Unique identifier for this registration request. 
Error code returned if set to NULL. 

Usr Mandatory Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Subscriber user name 
Error code returned if set to NULL. 

Name Mandatory Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Digits for this user.  
Error code returned if set to NULL. 

Src_ip Mandatory INET Contact IP Address of Subscriber 
Error code returned if set to NULL. 

Src_prt Mandatory Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

Contact Port Number. 
Can be NULL. 
Error code returned if NOT NULL AND < 0. 

Nat_ip Mandatory INET NAT IP Address, 
Can be NULL. 

Nat_prt Mandatory Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

NAT IP Port 
Can be NULL 

t_exp Mandatory INT4 Period of time (integer number of seconds) that connection 
will stay up. 
Error code returned if reg = TRUE AND t_exp is NULL. 

Reg Mandatory BOOL Registration/Deregistration flag. True for Register. False for 
Deregister. 
Error code returned if set to NULL. 

Alg Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

Realm Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

Nonce Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

cnonce Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

ncount Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

Qop Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 
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method Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

Uri Optional Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Used for digest authorisation, NULL if not provided 

response Optional  Char[] up to 512 
characters 

Provides the far ends calculated MD5 digest that needs to be 
compared against the digest calculated by the SQL 
Database. 

domain Optional Char[] up to 255 
characters 

The REGISTER Request URI domain to which registration is 
being sent to. 

useragent Optional Char[] up to 255 
characters 

Value extracted from SIP User-Agent: header present in 
REGISTER request 

6.2 Calculation of MD5 Authorisation for SIP 
The following ‘C’ code provides an example of how to calculate authorisation for a sip client. The CvtHex function 
converts the resulting 16 byte hash into a 32 byte character string. 

/* calculate H(A1) as per spec */ 

void DigestCalcHA1(char * pszAlg,char * pszUserName,char * pszRealm,char * pszPassword,char * pszNonce,char * 
pszCNonce,HASHHEX SessionKey) 

{ 

md5_state_t Md5Ctx; 

HASH HA1; 

 

 md5_init(&Md5Ctx); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszUserName, strlen(pszUserName)); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszRealm, strlen(pszRealm)); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszPassword, strlen(pszPassword)); 

    md5_finish( &Md5Ctx,HA1); 

    if (stricmp(pszAlg, "md5-sess") == 0)  

 { 

  md5_init(&Md5Ctx); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)HA1, HASHLEN); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszNonce, strlen(pszNonce)); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 
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        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszCNonce, strlen(pszCNonce)); 

        md5_finish(&Md5Ctx,HA1); 

     }; 

     CvtHex(HA1, SessionKey); 

}; 

 

/* calculate request-digest/response-digest as per HTTP Digest spec */ 

void DigestCalcResponse(HASHHEX HA1,char * pszNonce,char * pszNonceCount,char * pszCNonce,char * 
pszQop,char * pszMethod,char * pszDigestUri,HASHHEX HEntity,HASHHEX Response) 

{ 

md5_state_t Md5Ctx; 

HASH HA2; 

HASH RespHash; 

HASHHEX HA2Hex; 

 

      // calculate H(A2) 

 md5_init(&Md5Ctx); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszMethod, strlen(pszMethod)); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszDigestUri, strlen(pszDigestUri)); 

    if (stricmp(pszQop, "auth-int") == 0)  

 { 

  md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)HEntity, HASHHEXLEN); 

    }; 

    md5_finish(&Md5Ctx,HA2); 

    CvtHex(HA2, HA2Hex); 

 

      // calculate response 

    md5_init(&Md5Ctx); 
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    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)HA1, HASHHEXLEN); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszNonce, strlen(pszNonce)); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

    if (*pszQop)  

 { 

  md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszNonceCount, strlen(pszNonceCount)); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszCNonce, strlen(pszCNonce)); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszQop, strlen(pszQop)); 

        md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

     }; 

     md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)HA2Hex, HASHHEXLEN); 

     md5_finish(&Md5Ctx,RespHash); 

     CvtHex(RespHash, Response); 

}; 

 

 

Byte compareDigest(char *pszAlg,char * pszUser,char * pszRealm,char * pszPass,char * pszNonce,char *pszCNonce, 

      char *pszNonceCount, char *pszQop,char *pszMethod,char *pszURI, char* 
response)  

{ 

 

HASHHEX HA1; 

HASHHEX HA2 = ""; 

HASHHEX Response; 

 

 //errorPrint("SIP : compareDigest(alg %s user %s realm %s pass %s nonce %s cnonce %s nc %s qop %s 
method %s uri %s response %s\n", 
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 //     
pszAlg,pszUser,pszRealm,pszPass,pszNonce,pszCNonce,pszNonceCount,pszQop,pszMethod,pszURI,response); 

 DigestCalcHA1(pszAlg, pszUser, pszRealm, pszPass, pszNonce,pszCNonce, HA1); 

 DigestCalcResponse(HA1, pszNonce, pszNonceCount, pszCNonce, pszQop,pszMethod, pszURI, HA2, 
Response); 

 if (strcmp(response,(char*)Response)) 

 { 

  errorPrint("SIP : user '%s' rxd response %s != calculated Response %s\n", pszUser,response,Response); 

  return False; 

 } 

 

 //errorPrint("rxd response %s == calculated Response %s\n", response,Response); 

 return True; 

}; 

 

In SQL the command to calculate a MD5 hash is MD5 (string); 

The comparison between the above ‘C’ code and SQL will be to ignore the MD5init functions and concatenate into a 
single string all of the md5_append string parameters i.e.  

 

    md5_init(&Md5Ctx); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)HA1, HASHHEXLEN); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)":", 1); 

    md5_append(&Md5Ctx, (const md5_byte_t *)pszNonce, strlen(pszNonce)); 

     md5_finish(&Md5Ctx,RespHash); 

 

where HA1 = “0102030405060708090A0B0C0D0E0F” 

and pszNonce = “31243245wewerwe” 

 

Would be represented in SQL as  

 

SELECT * FROM MD5 ( 
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 ‘0102030405060708090A0B0C0D0E0F: 31243245wewerwe’ 

 

The resulting hash will be a 32-byte character string. 
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6.2.1 Invocation From SQL command line 

The following SQL command example illustrates how to invoke the register_request procedure from the SQL 
command line: 

 

call register_request 

   (‘256’, -- api version is 1.0 

     ‘123’,         -- req id 

    ‘fred’,       -- subscriber user name 

    ‘01305757000’,  -- contact name 

    ‘192.168.2.100’, --contact IP address 

   ‘1’,  -- contact port number 

    ‘192.168.2.200’, – nat IP address 

    ‘2’,  -- nat port number 

    ‘3600’,  -- t_exp is 3600s.  

     ‘1’, -- reg is true for registration required 

 ‘’, -- alg 

 ‘’, -- realm 

 ‘’, -- nonce 

 ‘’, -- cnonce 

 ‘’, -- ncount 

 ‘’, -- qop 

 ‘’, -- method 

 ‘’ , -- uri 

 ‘’ -- response 

 );  
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6.2.2 Output Parameters Summary 

The following parameters are returned from the register_request procedure. 

 

Name SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn INT4 Application Api version number used to check for compatibility with stored 
procedure Api version number. 

req_id Char[], up to 
512 characters 

Unique identifier for this registration request and response. 

err Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

1 = No errors, 
2 = Invalid Input Parameters 
3 = Database Error 

result Smallint 
(16-bit integer) 

0 = No result  
1 = OK,  
2 = unauthorised, 
(when authorisation is required but no digest info has been provided)  
3 = reject,  
4 = unknown subscriber 
5 = invalid authorisation 
(when authorisation has been attempted but has failed) 

usr Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Confirmation of Subscriber user name 

name Char [] up to 40 
characters 

Confirmation of Contact Name for  Subscriber 

t_exp INT4 Confirmation of expiry time (as integer number of seconds) for subscriber. 
Only provided following successful registration. 
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7 Implementation Guide 
This section provides details on the operation of the SQL API. 

7.1 General Routing 
When a call arrives into the SVI the SVI will issue the Get Routing Information stored procedure to the SQL database. 
This will contain the relevant information obtained from incoming call. For some protocols not all fields will be 
populated and will therefore be empty. 

The protocol of the incoming call is identified by the incoming endpoint protocol field. 

7.1.1 Call Identification and Reference 

7.1.1.1  SIP and H.323 

For an incoming SIP/H.323 call the call is identified by the Source IP address and Port and Calling Party Number of 
the incoming call. Any future call reference will be from the unique Call Identification field. This reference is maintained 
across the SVI’s internal logging as well as across the SIP/H.323 interface enabling point to point call flow tracing.   

7.1.1.2  SS7 and ISDN   

For an incoming SS7 or ISDN call the call is identified using the incoming hunt group field which corresponds to the 
hunt group configured on the SVI. Any future call reference will be from the unique Call Identification field. 

7.1.2 Routing Out Calls 

To route out a call out from the SVI on a particular network the return response from the get routing information 
request should have the error code set to 1 and the action code set to route. The ic_call_id should be the same value 
as the get routing information request’s ic_call_id. The database should generate a unique cdr_id field for this call to 
allow for future mapping of CDR update and CDR final API calls into the database. 

7.1.3 Identifying Outgoing Call Destination 

7.1.3.1  SIP 

To route an outgoing call to a given SIP endpoint the get routing information response should set the og_prtcl to SIP 
and the dst_ip and dst_port to the values of the endpoint the call is to be routed to. 

 

7.1.3.2  H.323 

To route an outgoing call to a given H.323 endpoint the get routing information response should set the og_prtcl to 
H323 and the dst_ip and dst_port to the values of the endpoint the call is to be routed to. 
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7.1.3.3  SS7 

To route an outgoing call to a given SS7 network the get routing information response should set the og_prtcl to the 
required SS7 protocol and the dst field to the outgoing hunt group as defined on the SVI. 

7.1.3.4  ISDN 

To route an outgoing call to a given ISDN network the get routing information response should set the og_prtcl to 
ISDN and the dst field to the outgoing hunt group as defined on the SVI. 

7.1.4 Specifying Protocol Information 

The get routing request will data fill all relevant protocol information received from the incoming call. If this information 
needs to be changed for the outgoing call, then the corresponding fields in the response are data filled and will be 
used in the outgoing call. If, however any protocol information in the outgoing call is to be the same as the incoming 
call, the relevant protocol information in the response should be NULL or empty. 

7.1.5 Rejecting an incoming call 

To reject an incoming call the Actn field in the response should be set to reject and the rjct_cd field should be set to 
the clearing cause value for the incoming protocol which the call should be rejected with. 

7.1.6 Specifying Multiple Outgoing Routes 

The SQL database allows for the user to specify multiple outgoing routes to enable reattempt of the routes on a failure 
condition. To instruct the SVI to reattempt a failed call the get routing response should have multiple rows returned. 
The ic_call_id will be the same for all rows with the remaining fields set to the action that the SVI should undertake if 
the previous rows call attempt fails. 

 

There are specific fields which controls how the reattempts are handled. The prty field specifies the order in which the 
routes should be attempted with the first route indicated with a 1. The user can also specify on what protocol rejection 
causes the reattempt should happen with. Multiple causes can be added into the rttmpt_cds field specifying that if a 
call fails with this defined reason a reattempt to the next route will occur. To ensure that the system does not get into a 
loop forever reattempting on the same route to the same number the mx_rttmpt field can be set specifying the 
maximum reattempts that can be tried on this route before trying the next specified route. 

7.1.7 Contact Details 

The contact name for a given endpoint can be returned vi the og_contact field of the get_routing_info return table. 
This allows the SVI to use this contact name in the SIP headers of outgoing messages directed at the endpoint. This 
information, along with the incoming contact name extracted from the incoming call will be passed to the CDR final 
procedure if the ic_contact and og_contact fields are included. This allows the contact information to be used to locate 
customer records. 

 

It is recommended that customer records are located in a CDR final procedure via the IP address, port and contact 
name. 
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7.2 CDR 
The CDR Start, CDR Update and CDR Final called procedures inform the database of the change of status of a call. 
This allows for the database to maintain reliable accounting as well as real time statistical information to determine the 
routing decisions of the database. 

 

If real time statistic gathering is not required, then only use the CDR Final stored procedure. 
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8 Premium Rate Information 
The SVI can call direct into a SQL database to retrieve rate information on a particular premium rate phone number. 
This information can also provide, for networks capable of providing Meter Pulse information, formula on transmitting 
Meter Pulse information into the appropriate network.  

 

If a Radius server is connected to the SVI, the obtained premium rate tariff and meter pulse units transmitted and 
received during the call can be provided to the Billing Server over Radius. 

 

The tariff and meter pulse information will also be written to the CDR files. 

8.1 SQL Database Premium Rate Table 
 

The following table is used to provide the premium rate information. 

 

Field Radius 

number Phone Number 
Format: alphanumeric 

Op Operator Code 
Not Currently Used 
Format: alphanumeric 

plandate Actual date on which the number has been activated. 
If the record contains no tariff information, the number has been deactivated. 
Format: DD/MM/YY HH24:MI:SS 

Peak The tariff or the tariff code for calls made during peak hours 
Format numeric x,xxxxx or xx,xxxxx 

offpeak The tariff or the tariff code for calls made during off peak hours 
Format: numeric x,xxxxx or xx,xxxxx 

currency The tariff currency 
0 = Dutch Gilder 
1 = Euro 
2 = UK Pound 
3 = Dollar 
Format: numeric 

Type The tariff type 
0 = per minute 
1 = per call 
2 = miaco 
3 = friaco 
4 = pulse 
Format: numeric 

Vat The tariff VAT 
0 = exempt VAT (European) 
1 = exempt VAT 
2 = VAT low tariff 
3 = VAT high tariff 
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Format: numeric 

Presence Not used 

Regdate Not used 

Mpm Pulsing information defining the units which specifies the number of units per pulse, 
pulse which specifies the time in seconds between each pulse transmitted after 
answer, duration is the duration in seconds of applying this rule. If the duration is zero 
the rule will be applied until the call is cleared. 
Multiple rules can be applied by separating each rule by a comma. 
 units=u1;pulse=p1,duration=d1,units=u2,pulse=p2,duration=d2 
Format: alphanumeric 

 

8.2 Radius Extensions 
The following Radius VSA attributes are used to provide the information to the Billing server 

 

AVP VSA 
Number 
(Decimal) 

Format Description 

COINInfo 1 Rate:<decimal>; 
Currency<integer>; 
TarrifType<integer>; 
TarrifVAT<integer> 

Provides the tariff information 

Charge-units 1  Integer Total number of meter pulse 
digits received or transmitted 

 

Example 

COINInfo: Rate:3.22,Currency:0,TarrifType:1,TarrifVAT:0 

Charged-units: 12 

 

8.3 Meter Pulse Protocol Support 
The following protocols are supported. 

 

Protocol Messaging 

SPIROU (French ISUP) ITX/TXA 

ISUP (national variants) MPM 
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8.4 Message Flows 

8.4.1 Call with MPM Applied On Incoming Leg 

 

For the above sequence when an incoming call is received at the SVI, the SVI does a SQL look up from the incoming 
called party number to get the Premium rate information. On receipt of the premium rate information the SVI will 
generate an outgoing call. 

 

When the through call has answered, if the meter pulse information has been returned in the SQL query the SVI will 
generate if the protocol allows meter pulse information into the incoming network following the rate formula provided. 

 

When the call clears from either direction a Radius Accounting message will be sent. 

If the tariff information has been provided in the returned SQL query, then the Radius Accounting message will include 
the COINInfo attribute. If the meter pulse information has also been returned, then the total number of meter pulse 
units sent will be sent in the Radius Accounting message in the Charged-units attribute.  
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8.4.2 Call with MPM Received On Outgoing Leg 

 

For the above sequence when an incoming call is received at the SVI, the SVI does a SQL look up from the incoming 
called party number to get the Premium rate information. On receipt of the premium rate information the SVI will 
generate an outgoing call. 

When the call clears from either direction a Radius Accounting message will be sent. 

If the tariff information has been provided in the returned SQL query, then the Radius Accounting message will include 
the COINInfo attribute. If any meter pulses have been received from the outgoing network, then the total number of 
meter pulse units sent will be sent in the Radius Accounting message in the Charged-units attribute.  
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9 SVI Configuration 
The following configuration items are added to the SVI to setup using the Premium rate SQL database. 

9.1 Setting up SQL Access 
To configure the system to connect to the external SQL server, the SQL resource is used.  

 

Attribute Description Values 

Status Status of the resource Ins 

Name Name of the SQL database String 

Address IP Address of the SQL database xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx 

Port IP Port Address of the SQL database 16-bit number 

Password Password of the SQL database String 

Login Login name of the SQL database String 

Database Variant Variant of database supported MYSQL 

Coin offpeak Range of TOD (Time of day) resources specifying the 
offpeak. If empty no offpeak 

0-MAX_TOD 

Coin Db Range of database resources allowing for 
manipulation of the incoming called party number 
before being presented to the SQL database.  

0-MAX_DB_PARAMETERS 

SQLS Range of SQL resources setup when a hierarchical 
setup of SQL resources needs to be setup. Used with 
Algorithm attribute. Helps with distributing load across 
multiple sql resources 

Range inclusive of 0-
MAX_SQLS(19) 

Algorithm The algorithm to be used to distribute traffic among 
child SQL resources when SQL resource are setup in 
the SQLS attribute. 
         

Redundant              : Select the 
first available child resource 
and if fails try the next one and 
so on 
Round Robin            : 
Loadshare across all vailable 
child resources 

SQL Retries number of times to retry in case of a query failure. To 
be used with SQL Retry Causes which denotes the 
error codes for which retry will be attempted 

Integer 

SQL Retry Causes list of SQL error codes (incuding ranges) to retry if 
received. To be used with SQL Retries attribute 

Comma separated mysql 
errors 

BillingDB Db parameter range used to normalise Called Party 
Digits before its used in cdr start/update/final 

0-MAX_DB_PARAMETERS 

CGPNBillingDB Db parameter range used to normalise Calling Party 
Digits before its used in cdr start/update/final 

0-MAX_DB_PARAMETERS 

Toptions If set to a positive value in seconds; Enables periodic 
audit of SQL based SIP endpoints to generate out of 
call SIP OPTIONS ping 

seconds 

Tx Stats Statistics resource reference to allow for request 
throttling on the sql resource 

0-MAX_STATISTICS 

GetRouteReq Timer Query execution time threshold for Get Routing 
request. Anything above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 

GetRateReq Timer Query execution time threshold for Get rate request. 
Anything above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 
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AccessReq Timer Query execution time threshold for Access request. 
Anything above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 

RegisterReq Timer Query execution time threshold for register request. 
Anything above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 

CdrStart Timer Query execution time threshold for cdr start. Anything 
above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 

CdrUpdate Timer Query execution time threshold for cdr update. 
Anything above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 

CdrFinal Timer Query execution time threshold for cdr final. Anything 
above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 

CheckBill Timer Query execution time threshold for check bill. 
Anything above this will be logged as error. 

Default 500ms. 

Msg Retry Count control the number of times a Get Route Request 
message need to be reattempted as part of the top of 
the SQL queue before its rejected and the next 
message is processed. Default value is 0 which is the 
previous behaviour of always trying the message until 
it succeeds. If set to a value; the message is retries 
hat many times and then will be rejected back to 
callcontrol. 

count 

Longest Query Time Longest SQL Query processing time so far Milliseconds value(read only) 

sqlReqCount Total requests count count 

sqlRespCount Total responses count Count 

sqlErrCount Total error count Count 

connFailCount Connection Failure count Count 

connTimeouts Connection timeout count Count 

queryTimeouts  SQL Query timeout count Count 

9.2 Setting up Off Peak Times 
To setup the off peak time of day the TOD resource is used. This is defined in the VoIP user guide. 

9.3 Setting Up digit manipulation of Called  
  Party Number 

To handle national and international and tech prefixes variants of the called party number, the incoming called party 
number can be manipulated accordingly before being presented to the SQL database. The standard DB Parameter 
resource is used for this functionality. This resource is defined in the VoIP user guide. 

9.4 Setting Up Routing Criteria to perform  
  SQL Lookup 

To configure a routing criteria to perform the SQL lookup the following line should be added to the specific routing 
criteria. 

 

Routing Criteria x Add Action Get-Rate <SQL resource> 
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9.5 Adding Radius Server 
If a radius server is to be used, the VoIP user guide specifies how to setup the SVI to communicate to a Radius 
Server. 
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10 Advanced Premium rate 
 Operation 

For some premium rate services, it is required for the SVI to obtain metering information real time. 

This is satisfied by using a stored procedure instead of a select statement on a database to provide the billing 
information. 

 

This allows for the SVI to periodically request from the billing database, meter pulse information on a per call basis. 

 

10.1 Get Rate Req 

10.1.1 Description 

The Get Rate Req stored procedure provides a periodic request for meter pulse information from the billing database. 

10.1.1.1 Input Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn Mandatory 4 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check for 
compatibility with stored procedure API version 
number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

ic_call_id Mandatory 4 Char[], up to 512 
characters 

Unique Incoming call identifier. Is also be used to 
tie up routing info requests with corresponding 
responses. 

CDPN_digits Mandatory 4 Char[], up to 40 
digits 

Contains the incoming called party number. 

Call_Duration Mandatory 4 Integer 32-bit Duration in seconds of call 
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10.1.1.2 Output Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn Mandatory 4 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check for 
compatibility with stored procedure API version 
number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

ic_call_id Mandatory 4 Char[], up to 512 
characters 

Must be the same value as was passed into the 
stored procedure 

og_call_id Optional 4 Char[], up to 512 
characters 

To enable the outgoing SIP side to identify the 
call, if the og_call_id field is not empty the 
outgoing SIP call will use this as its CALL-ID. This 
field when used must be unique in time and 
space. 

Rate Optional 4 Char[], upto 40 
characters 

The tariff or the tariff code for this call. Format 
numeric x,xxxxx or xx,xxxxx.  

Currency Optional 4 Integer (32-bit) The tariff currency 
0 = Dutch Gilder 
1 = Euro 
2 = UK Pound 
3 = Dollar 

VAT Optional 4 Integer(32-bit) The tariff VAT 
0 = exempt VAT (European) 
1 = exempt VAT 
2 = VAT low tariff 
3 = VAT high tariff 
 

MPM Optional 4 Char[], upto 512 
characters 

Pulsing information defining the units which 
specifies the number of units per pulse, pulse 
which specifies the time in seconds between each 
pulse transmitted after answer, duration is the 
duration in seconds of applying this rule. If the 
duration is zero, the rule will be applied until the 
call is cleared. 
Multiple rules can be applied by separating each 
rule by a comma. 
 
units=u1;pulse=p1,duration=d1,units=u2,pulse=p2
,duration=d2 
Format: alphanumeric 

Revisit Optional 4 Integer 32-bit Length of time before SVI reissues a Get Rate 
Req to the billing server. (Trev) 

Maximum 
Duration 

Optional 4 Integer 32-bit Maximum time in seconds for the duration of the 
call on receipt of this message. If set to 0 then no 
new timer is started.  
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10.1.2 Call with MPM Applied On Incoming Leg For Get Rate 
 Req 

 

When using the advanced premium rate API the SVI will issue the Get Rate Req when an incoming call is received, 
the duration of the call will be 0. The billing database will respond with the appropriate information.  

If the response contains a revisit timer of 0 then when the call goes to answer another Get Rate Req is immediately 
issued. 

If an MPM is set and subsequent Get Rate Req have an empty MPM field then the existing MPM will continue. If in a 
returned Get Rate Req an MPM field is specified this will supersede any currently running MPM. 

If a Gate Rate Req has the maximum duration field larger than zero, a timer in seconds is started from this point. If the 
timer expires then the call will clear. 
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11 MAP / IS41 Services 
The SVI-LNP Service module when working with an SVI-SS process allows for the delivery of an 
LNP/0800/CNAM/LIBD DIP service over SS7. The SVI-LNP Service module provides an SQL API access stub 
allowing for development of DIP services.  

 

If purchased the SVI-LNP-DB is an off the shelf SQL database which will provide a full DIP service.  

11.1 DIP ServiceLNP Request 

11.1.1 Input Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check 
for compatibility with stored procedure API 
version number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

Action Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Indicates the current requested action 

Protocol Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the requesting protocol used 

Originating 
Transaction 

Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies a concurrent unique transaction ID of 
the originating route. 

Originating Route Optional  6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the adjacent originating route 

Originating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the originating destination point 

Terminating Route Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the adjacent terminating route 

Terminating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the terminating destination point 

Directory Number Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the Directory number of the request 

CalledParty Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the called party number of the request 
and of the result 

ChargeNumber Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the charge number of the request 

CallingParty  Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the calling party number of the request 

Bearer Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the bearer capability of the request 

Error Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Contains the error code from an external DIP 
lookup 

 

 

11.1.2 Output Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 
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api_vn Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check 
for compatibility with stored procedure API 
version number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

Action Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Indicates the current requested action 

Protocol Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the requesting protocol used 

Originating 
Transaction 

Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies a concurrent unique transaction ID of 
the originating route. 

Originating Route Optional  6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the adjacent originating route 

Originating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the originating destination point 

Terminating Route Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the adjacent terminating route 

Terminating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the terminating destination point 

Directory Number Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the Directory number of the request 

CalledParty Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the called party number of the request 
and of the result 

ChargeNumber Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the charge number of the request 

CallingParty  Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the calling party number of the request 

Bearer Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the bearer capability of the request 

Error Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Contains the error code from an external DIP 
lookup 

 

 

11.2 DIP Service0800 Request 

11.2.1 Input Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check 
for compatibility with stored procedure API 
version number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

Action Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Indicates the current requested action 

Protocol Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the requesting protocol used 

Originating 
Transaction 

Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies a concurrent unique transaction ID of 
the originating route. 

Originating Route Optional  6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the adjacent originating route 

Originating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the originating destination point 

Terminating Route Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the adjacent terminating route 

Terminating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the terminating destination point 

LATA Number Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the LATA number of the request 

CalledParty Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the called party number of the request  

CallingParty  Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the calling party number of the request 
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Error Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Contains the error code from an external DIP 
lookup 

11.2.2 Output Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check 
for compatibility with stored procedure API 
version number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

Action Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Indicates the current requested action 

Protocol Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the requesting protocol used 

Originating 
Transaction 

Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies a concurrent unique transaction ID of 
the originating route. 

Originating Route Optional  6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the adjacent originating route 

Originating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the originating destination point 

Terminating Route Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the adjacent terminating route 

Terminating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the terminating destination point 

LATA Number Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the LATA number of the request and 
the carrier identification of the result 

CalledParty Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the called party number of the request 
and the routing number of the result 

CallingParty  Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the calling party number of the request 

Error Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Contains the error code from an external DIP 
lookup 
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11.3 DIP ServiceCNAM Request 

11.3.1 Input Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check 
for compatibility with stored procedure API 
version number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

Action Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Indicates the current requested action 

Protocol Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the requesting protocol used 

Originating 
Transaction 

Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies a concurrent unique transaction ID of 
the originating route. 

Originating Route Optional  6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the adjacent originating route 

Originating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the originating destination point 

Terminating Route Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the adjacent terminating route 

Terminating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the terminating destination point 

Generic Name 
Identifier 

Optional 6 Char up to 512 Specifies the generic name identifier for the 
request and result 

Error Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Contains the error code from an external DIP 
lookup 

11.3.2 Output Parameters 

Name Mandatory/ 
Optional 

Ver SQL Data Type Description 

api_vn Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Application API version number used to check 
for compatibility with stored procedure API 
version number. 
 
Error code returned if < 0. 

Action Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Indicates the current requested action 

Protocol Mandatory 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies the requesting protocol used 

Originating 
Transaction 

Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Specifies a concurrent unique transaction ID of 
the originating route. 

Originating Route Optional  6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the adjacent originating route 

Originating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 
digits 

Specifies the originating destination point 

Terminating Route Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the adjacent terminating route 

Terminating 
Destination 

Optional 6 Char up to 32 Specifies the terminating destination point 

Generic Name 
Identifier 

Optional 6 Char up to 512 Specifies the generic name identifier for the 
request and result 

Error Optional 6 Integer (32-bit) Contains the error code from an external DIP 
lookup 
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11.3.3 Description Of Parameters 

11.3.3.1 Action 

The Action parameter is used to indicate the reason for the DIPService request 

 
Action Dir Value Description 

Request In 0x01 Initial call for incoming service request 

Result In 0x02 Contains Result from outgoing service request 

Poll In 0x03 Non transaction based poll request allowing for 
the Database to initialise a lookup request 
without an incoming request 

Forward Out 0x04 Requests for incoming request to be forwarded 
out to external DIP service 

Initiate Out 0x05 Requests for an outgoing SIP Service to be 
made without linking to an internal DIP Service 

Return Out 0x06 Returns the result from an outgoing 
DIPService. 

End Out 0x07 No Action  

Error Out Ox08 Invalid request 

11.3.3.2 Protocol 

The Protocol Parameter specifies which protocol was used for the request 

 
Action Value Description 

SS7 0x01 TCAP service 

SIP 0x02 SIP service 

 

11.3.3.3 Directory Number 

11.3.3.4 Called Party Number 

11.3.3.5 Calling Party Number 

11.3.3.6 Charge Number 

11.3.3.7 LATA Number 

11.3.3.8 Generic Name Identifier 

These numbers will be in an ASCII string format. The SVI has the capability of assigning digit manipulation rules to 
handle digit formatting to retain the same number format into the database. 

11.3.3.9 Bearer Capability 

Bearer Incoming bearer 

0 Unknown 

1 Speech 

2 3.1 KHz 
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3 7 KHz 

4 64 KHz Restricted 

5 64 KHz Unrestricted 

6… Spare 

 

11.3.3.10 Originating Route 

11.3.3.11 Terminating Route 

The originating and terminating route is data filled differently depending on the protocol used.  

11.3.3.11.1 SS7 

For SS7 this specifies the MTP routing point code received in string format of  

OPC-DPC-NI. Eg 

OPC = 2000 

DPC = 3000 

NI = 2 

 

Format of Route will be 2000-3000-2 

11.3.3.11.2 SIP 

This is the Layer 3 IP address which the message was received from.  

 

e.g. 

192.168.2.24:5060 

 

11.3.3.12 Originating Destination 

11.3.3.13 Terminating Destination 

This specifies the originating and terminating address of the request. 

11.3.3.13.1 SS7 

For SS7 this will be the SCCP Calling Party Number for the Originating and the SCCP Called Party Number for 
Terminating. 

 

The format will be dependent on the SCCP routing used.  
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For Global Title Routing 

GT=7766987654321;NOA=1 

 

For PC Routing 

PC=2000 
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11.4 Message Sequence Examples 

11.4.1 DIP Information Not In Local Database Successful DIP 
 Lookup 
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11.4.2 DIP Information Not In Local Database, Unsuccessful 
 DIP Lookup, Pass back error 
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11.4.3 DIP Information Not In Local Database, Unsuccessful 
 DIP Lookup, Pass back Success 
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11.4.4 DIP Information In Local Database 

  
       

     

11.4.5 Internal DIP Rejected 
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11.4.6 Polled Internal DIP Request Outgoing DIP 

         

 


